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In another departure this month we combine a tools of the trade tip, an electronics tip and a
3D print tip in this compact but beautifully formed package!
The Multicomp MC01010 prototyping board, available from Farnell as Farnell part no
2768280, is a 1.6mm phenolic board (ie the same stuff as veroboard) but with a copper
pattern that is a bit more useful than standard veroboard.

Figure 1 Datasheet for the MultiComp MC01010

It is just less than 3in x 4 in, and is predrilled for dual in line chips of either 0.3 or 0.6 in
pitch. It also includes both power and ground lines, and space for IO sockets. So it makes it
really easy to build prototypes and development environments. All the holes can be
referenced via an alphanumeric grid system, which makes it easy to document your work. I
have been using these little guys for years, so I now keep a small stock of them. When I was
buying them they were £1 a pop, I notice that they have now crept up to £1.39 when buying
them in packs of 10.
One of the very few drawbacks of using these to prototype is that, like veroboard or even
PCBs, it is very easy to put the circuit down injudiciously and in the process ‘find’ some tool,
part, screw or whatever that you had previously lost on your impeccably clean workspace.
This can result in sparks, smoke and swearywords!
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For that reason I developed a couple of backing boards that are cheap and easy to 3D print
and protect the prototype from such ‘laydown’ accidents.

Figure 2 Design for a support base

Figure 3 Selection of bases in use
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Figure 4 Detail of a protoboard mounted on a base

The holes on the protoboard are a snug fit for the plastic stake pins that are use to keep
integrated circuits in the tubes that manufacturers supply them in, and I have tons of these
lying about, so I use these pins to attach the protoboard to the 3D print. Depending on the
direction the pin is put through it can also provide a little standoff leg to keep the board clear
of the bench. It would be just as easy to use appropriately sized machine screws and nuts to
keep the parts together and provide ‘feet’.
If you would like to have a copy of the design files, in scad, stl or whatever format, or if you
would like to have a copy of my Lochmaster board file for the protoboard, just let me know.
In the mean time, stay safe and well.

Chic
(chic@computer.org )
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